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INTRODUCTION 
In this article we are primarily concerned with the relativized coho- 
mology theory of ring extensions, as initiated by G. Hochschild [ 141. Our 
main objective is to lay the foundation for a general vanishing theory of 
relativized extension functors. The significance of such a theory rests on the 
unification it provides for the various classical results from the cohomology 
theories of groups, associative algebras, and Lie algebras. The approach 
chosen here heavily emphasizes locally nilpotent operators as an under- 
lying principle for vanishing and isomorphism theorems. Although in 
algebraic homology theory these concepts have appeared only recently 
(cf. [5]), they occur implicitly in singular homology theory of topological 
spaces. The conventional proof of the excision theorem, for instance, 
resorts, by means of barycentric subdivision, to the construction of a 
locally nilpotent operator that is chain homotopic to the identity. 
In Section 1 we study the question to what an extent properties of 
operators are inherited by resolutions. It is shown that resolutions defined 
by injective envelopes and projective covers are suitable tools for ordinary 
homology. In the framework of relative homological algebra of a given ring 
extension R:S the availability of standard resolutions allows the application 
of more computational techniques. We show that the commutator algebra 
of the centralizer C,(S) of S in R operates on these resolutions in a natural 
fashion. This result in conjunction with a certain homotopy is subsequently 
utilized to show that the associated action on the spaces Ext;,, S) (M, N) is 
trivial. The succeeding section combines these techniques with basic facts 
concerning locally finite operators to establish various vanishing theorems 
for extension functors. 
The third section deals with the study of the cohomology theory of 
Frobenius extensions. We address questions emerging from recent develop- 
ments in the cohomology theories of finite dimensional modular [9] and 
finite dimensional restricted Lie algebras [7-93. Our results are closely 
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related to those by Pareigis [22] and Feldvoss [lo], who studied the com- 
plete cohomology of Frobenius-Hopf algebras. Motivated by well-known 
facts concerning the cohomology theory of finite groups, we introduce 
corestriction mappings that naturally extend the usual trace operator of the 
underlying Frobenius extension. When combined with the change of rings 
transformation these maps give rise to new vanishing conditions for 
ordinary extension functors as well as for the complete relative cohomol- 
ogy. Aside from classical applications, such as the cohomology theory of 
groups and finite dimensional Hopf algebras, our results are also useful in 
the context of the ordinary cohomology theory of modular Lie algebras. 
The concluding section illustrates the utility of our methods for certain 
module-theoretic questions, thereby complementing the applications 
touched upon in previous papers [S, 61. 
1. RESOLUTIONS 
In the sequel we study a K-algebra R, defined over a commutative ring 
K with identity. Given an R-module M, r,,,, denotes the left muitiplication 
effected by the element r E R. The associated commutator algebra of R will 
be designated R-. As usual ad U: R -+ R; (ad u)(r) := [u, r] = ur - ru is the 
adjoint representation of the Lie algebra R-. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose u is an element of R such that ad u: R -+ R is 
locally nilpotent. Let N be an R-module. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) If uN is injective and E is an injective envelope of N, then 11~ is 
invertible. 
(2) !f uN is invertible, then N possesses an injective resolution 
(4, ajh such that uEi is invertible V i 2 0. 
Proof (1) Owing to the local nilpotence of the adjoint representation of 
u, the Fitting-O-space E,(u,) of the transformation uE is an R-submodule 
of E which, by virtue of the injectivity of uN, intersects N trivially. Since N 
is an essential submodule of E, it follows that E,(u,) = (0). In particular, 
uE is injective. 
In order to verify the surjectivity of uE, let m be an element of E, and 
r E R such that ru = 0. As ad u is locally nilpotent there is n E N such that 
0 = (ad u)~ (r) = u”r. Consequently, z/r .rn = 0 and r. m = 0, by the injec- 
tivity of uE. It follows that the R-linear mapping f: Ru + E; f(ru) = r -m is 
well-defined. As E is injective, f extends to a morphism g: R + E of 
R-modules. In particular, m =f(u) = g(u) = u .g( 1) = uE( g( 1)). 
(2) We construct E, inductively, letting E, be an injective envelope of 
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E --I := N, a-,: N + E, the canonical inclusion. Now let i> 0, put 
E : = (0), and suppose that Ej has already been constructed for j< i. 
Sinie u operates invertibly on Ejp i and Ej- *, it readily follows from the 
exactness of the sequence Ei_ 3 --f Eiel + Ei_ i that u operates invertibly on 
Ei~l/ai~2(Ei-z). Let Ei be an injective envelope of Eipl/ai--2(Ei--2) and 
let ai- i be the canonical map Ei- i -+ E,. Part (1) now ensures the 
invertibility of uEi, thereby completing the inductive step. 1 
We proceed by considering the dual notion of a projective cover. Our 
methods partly rest on the following subsidiary result: 
For an endomorphism f: V + V of a K-module V we denote by 
V,(f) : = n, z if”( I’) the Fitting-l-component of V relative to J 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose g is an endomorphism of V and there is a natural 
number k such that (ad f )k (g) = 0. Then V,(f) is invariant under g. 
Proof: Write W for V1(f ). Note that f(W) = W, and that W is 
contained in f”( V) for every natural number n. The result evidently holds 
for k = 1, and we proceed by induction on k. The inductive step goes as 
follows. 
Suppose the result has been established for some k, and assume that 
(ad f )k+ I (g) = 0. Applying our inductive hypothesis with gof -f og in the 
place of g, we conclude that W is stabilized by fog-g of: Hence 
g(W) = g(f ( W)) is contained in f (g( W)) + W. Feeding this relation back 
into itself n - 1 times, we deduce that, for every natural number n, g(W) is 
contained inf”( V). 1 
DEFINITION. A ring R is said to be left perfect if it satisfies the 
descending chain condition on principal right ideals. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that R is left perfect and let u E R be an element 
such that ad u: R + R is locally nilpotent. Let A4 be an R-module such that 
uM is surjective. Then the following statements hold 
(1) If P(M) is a projective cover of M, then u~(~, is surjective. If u is 
not a zero divisor, then u,(,,,,, is bijective. 
(2) Suppose that u is not a zero divisor and that u,,,, is invertible. Then 
there exists a projective resolution (P,, ai)iao such that up! is invertible t/ 
i> 0. 
Proof (1) Let E: P(M) ++ M be the canonical map. Owing to (1.2), 
PW)l (UP(M)) is an R-submodule of P(M). Consider the descending 
sequence (u”R), p 1 of right ideals of R. Since R is left perfect, there exists 
a natural number n satisfying u”R = u” + ‘R. In particular, un = un + ‘r for a 
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suitably chosen element r E R. It follows that P(M), (up(,)) = u”,,,,(P(M)). 
Now let p be an element of P(M) and write E(P) = uL(x). If qEP(M) 
satisfies E(q) = x, then we obtain E(P) = z&(&(q)) = c(u&Mj(q)). By the 
above observation there results a representation P(M) = ker E + 
P(M), (u mce 
P(M) = $I$ (s. 
P(M) is a projective cover, we conclude that 
I u~,~,). In particular, u,(,,: P(M) + P(M) is surjective. If u 
is not a zero divisor, then u acts injectively on any free R-module, hence 
on the projective module P(M). 
(2) We proceed inductively, setting PP2 := (0) and P-, := M. By 
virtue of Bass’ theorem [ 1, p. 3151, M possesses a projective cover P(M) 
that is mapped onto A4 via E: P(M) ++ M. The first part of our proof 
ensures the invertibility of up,,,,). Now let i> 0 and suppose we already 
have an exact sequence 
of projective R-modules with the desired property. Let X : = ker c?, _ r. As u 
acts invertibily on both Pi_ i and Pi-2, it readily follows that ux is 
bijective. We may now complete the argument by letting Pi be a projective 
cover of X. 1 
Throughout the remainder of this section we consider a pair (R, S) 
consisting of a K-algebra R and a subalgebra SC R. Following 
Hochschild [14], we begin by constructing the so-called standard (R, S)- 
projective resolution of a given R-module M. For n 2 - 1, let S,(R) denote 
the (n + 1 )-fold tensor product of the S-bimodule R over S. For n > 0 we 
endow the K-module X, := S,(R) OS M with the structure of a left 
R-module via 
a.(u,@ ... @u,+,@m):= au,@ ... @u,+,@m 
and consider X : = @ n a 0 X,. Define a K-linear map d: X + X of degree - 1 
by means of do : = 0 and 
dn(a,@ ... ~u,,+,cgm)= i (-l)i+l a,@ ‘.’ Ou;u,+,@ ‘.. @a,+,@m 
i= 1 
+(-l)“u,O ... Ou,Ou,+,m Vn3 1. 
This mapping is obviously also R-linear. Let s: X -+ X be the S-linear map 
of degree 1 given by 
&(a, 0 ... @a,+, @m) := 1 @a10 ... @a,+, @m. 
An elementary calculation shows that 
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By using (* ) in conjunction with the R-linearity of d, one now verifies 
inductively the identity d,- I 0 d, = 0 Vn > 1. This in turn implies 
kerd,=imd,+, Vn > 1. Consider the R-linear mapping E: X0 + M; 
s(a@m)=am as well as the S-linear map s_~:M+X~; s-,(m)=l@m. 
Then we have d,~s,+s-,~s=idxO. It now follows from Lemma 2 of [14] 
that the complex (X, d) together with E: X0 + A4 forms an (R, S)-projective 
resolution of the R-module M. We shall refer to X(M) : = X as the (R, S)- 
projective standard complex of M. 
Let C,(S) denote the centralizer of S in R. For every element u E C,(S) 
we define, in analogy with [S, pp. 653 f], K-linear maps pu, 0,: X+X of 
degrees 1 and 0, respectively, via 
p;va, 0 ... Qa,,, Qm):= c (-l)‘P’a,@ ... @ai@u@a,+, 
1=1 
0 ‘.. Qa,+,Qm, 
O’“‘(a,Q ... Qa,+,Qm):= a,uQa,Q ... Qa,+,Qm ” 
n+l 
+ c a,Q ... Oai-lOCai~UIOaj+~ 
r=2 
@ ... @a,+,@m-a,@ ... @a,+,@um. 
Both mappings are homomorphisms of R-modules. We let 1, denote the left 
multiplication on X effected by u E C,(S) and put r, : = I, 0 s. An elemen- 
tary computation shows that 
(1) p,Os=SOz,-soPuVUECR(S), and 
(2) O,~S=Z,-s~oIU+S~O,vUEC~(S). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. do pu + pu o d = 0, Vu E C,(S). 
ProojY We shall establish inductively the validity of 
The cases n = 0, 1 can be verified directly (pi-“= 0). Now suppose that 
n > 1. Since all mappings involved are R-linear, it suffices to verify the iden- 
tity on the generating set s, _ i(X,, ~ i) of X,. Using ( * ) and (1) we obtain 
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as well as 
Addition now yields, observing d 0 I,, = 1, ‘7 d, 
By inductive hypothesis the right-hand side coincides with 
and the assertion now follows from (2). 1 
We let &?om,(X, .) and %om,(X, .) denote the graded Horn functor 
delined on the category of R- and S-complexes, respectively. Let N be 
another R-module. According to [14] the relative extension functor 
Ext;,, s,(M NJ is the nth homology group of the positive complex 
(Z’om.(X, N), 6), where 6, := Hom,(d,+ ,, id,) Vn 20. For an element 
UE CR(S) consider the mapping pU: &?om,(X, N) + xom,(X, N) defined 
via 
pl”‘(f)(a,Ow~ Oa,+,Om) 
=af(a,Oa,... Oa,+,Om) 
n+l 
- c f(a,O ‘~~oui~,O[u,ailOu,+,O ~~~ou,+lOm) 
i= 1 
-f(u,@ ... @u,+,@um). 
If we endow X with the tensor product representation of the Lie algebra 
C,(S) -, then a H pcl defines a representation of C,(S)) in the graded 
K-module flom,T(X, N). 
THEOREM 1.5. Let N be an R-module. The thefollowing statements hold: 
(1) Pom,(X, N) is a C,(S) ---submodule of .Tom,(X, N). 
(2) The bourtdury operator 6: XornJX, N) + xom,(X, N) is a 
homomorphism of C,(S) ~-modules. 
(3) The representation I? C,(S)- + g/(Z’om,JX, N)), T(U) = p,, 
induces the trivial representation on Ext;‘,. s,(M, N) Vn > 0. 
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ProojY (1) One readily verifies that p, I YOmR(X, ,,, = Xom,( O,, idN) 
vu E C,(S). 
(2) By employing the R-linearity of pz, we define mappings y, := 
ZomR(p,,, idN) via yp’ := Horn&,” ( - l), idN) and obtain, by applying the 
contravariant and additive functor Xom,( ., N) to (1.4), the identity 
We therefore conclude that 6 oy, + y,o6 = p,, Vue C,(S). This in turn 
yields 6 0 pU = 6 0 y, 0 6 = pU 0 6, thereby qualifying 6 as a homomorphism of 
C,(S) --modules. 
(3) The subspaces Hom,(X,, N) are C,(S)--submodules of #om,(X, N). 
By (2) the same applies to ker 6, and im 6,-, . The above equation 
then yields p:‘(f) = (6,_ i 0 y:‘)(f) E im 6,_ i V”e ker 6,. Hence C,(S)) 
operates trivially on Ext;,, sJ (M,N)=ker6,/im6,~,V’n>O(6-,=0). 1 
We shall briefly illustrate the corresponding facts for the standard 
(R, S)-injective resolution of a given R-module N. For n B 0 we define 
C”(N):= {f:R"+l + N;fK-multilinear, f(sr 1, r2, . . . . r, + , ) 
=sf(r,, r2, .  .  .  .  r,+I),f(rl, .  .  .  .  ri% ri+l, .  .  .  .  r,+l) 
=f(r,, . . . . ri, Sri+ 1, . . . . r,, 1) Vs E S 
Vr 1 ,..., Y,+~ER, ldidn}. 
C?(N) obtains the structure of a left R-module via 
(r .f)(r, y ..-, rn + I 1 =f(r, , -., r, + I r). 
Setting C-‘(N) := N we see that the map $: Hom,(R, C-‘(N)) -+ C”(N); 
4WXr~ y . . . . r,, 1) =f(r, + 1 )(I1 9 . . . . r,) is an isomorphism of R-modules for 
n Z 0. Lemma 1 of [ 143 now ensures the (R, S)-injectivity of C”(N) Vn B 0. 
Put C(N) := On>,, C”(N). The coboundary operator on the complex C(N) 
is the degree 1 mapping d: C(N) + C(N), which is defined via 
~,(.f)(rl, . . . . rnf2)= rlf(r2, . . . . r,+2) 
n+l 
+ C (--lYf(rl, . . . . riri+l, . . . . r,+2) V’E Cn( N). 
i=l 
Note that 8 is a homomorphism of R-modules. In order to show that the 
sequence 
(0) -+ N+ Co(N) + . . . + C”(N) -+ C”+‘(N) + . . . 
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is (R, S)-exact we define an S-linear contracting homotopy t of degree - 1 
by means of 
t,,(f)(r, 3 .‘.9 r,,) = ( - 1 )“f(r, 7 ...I r,,, 1) 
An elementary computation shows that 
VfE cy N), n 2 0. 
a rr~,,~f,l+fn+l”dn=idC~~N) Vn> 1. 
To verify the identify d,, , 0 a,, = 0 Vn 3 0 by induction on n, we note that 
a map f~ C”(N) is the zero map if and only if t,(r .f) = 0 for every r E R. 
The inductive step can now be obtained from the following calculation, 
keeping in mind the R-linearity of a: 
t )I + 2 oii ,,+lo8,=(id..+l,,,- a,, o tn + I ) 0 d,, = s,, - d,, 13 t, + L i’ F,, 
=~n-~n”(idc.,N)-C?,~,otn)=O. 
If I denotes the natural map N -+ Co(N), then I 0 to + t, 0 d, = id.o(,,. As a 
result the above sequence constitutes an (R, S)-injective resolution of N. 
We shall refer to C(N) as the standard (R, S)-injective complex of N. 
Now let u be an element of C,(S). Define a map p,,: C(N) -+ C(N) of 
degree - 1 via 
II - 1 
PI,Yf)(r, 9 . . . . rn)== 1 (-- l)'f(rl, ..,, ri, 24 ri+,, . . . . r,2) Vfc C”(N), n b 1 
i=O 
and set pIpI= 0. We also consider the degree 0 operator 0,: C(N) + C(N) 
given by 
@?‘(f)(r,, . . . . ~,l+l)=~f(rI, . . . . rn+ ,I-- C fb,, . . . . (ad u)(ri), . . . . r,,+,) 
i= 1 
-f(rl, . . . . r,r+l~) VfcC”(N),n>O. 
Setting Z,(f)(r,, . . . . r,,) =.f(r,, . . . . r,,u), and TV := tol, we obtain the 
identities 
(1) 
(2) 
PROPOSITION 1.6. a 0 p, + pu 0 8 = 0, Vu E C,(S). 
Proof: As in the proof of (1.4) one proceeds inductively. Since all 
mappings involved are R-linear it suffices to verify the identity t 0 8 0 p, + 
t 0 p,, 0 d = t 3 0,. This can be done by the method employed in the proof of 
(1.4). I 
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We note that C”(N) carries the structure of a C,(S)--module via 
(u .f)(rl, . . . . r, + 1) : = uf(r, , . . . . r,,+ 1) - C f(rl, . . . . (ad u)(r,), . . . . r,,, 1 ). 
i= 1 
If M is an R-module there thus results a canonical C,(S)--module 
structure on the complex (2 om,(M, C(N), 6), where 6, := 
Hom,(id,, 8,) Vn >O. We shall denote the action of u by p,,. The 
arguments employed in the proof of (1.5) may now be adapted to yield: 
THEOREM 1.7. Let M be an R-module. Then the following statements 
hold 
(1) #om,(M, C(N)) is a C,(S))-submodule of Xom,(X, C(N)). 
(2) The boundary operator 6: Xom,(M, C(N)) + Zom.(M, C(N)) 
is a homomorphism of C,(S) --modules. 
(3) The representation l? C,(S)) +gl(Xom,(M, C(N)); T(u) = CL,, 
induces the trivial representation on Ext;,, .,(M, N) Vn > 0. 
DEFINITION. An endomorphism f: V + Y of a K-module V is called 
locally finite if for every v E V there exists a finitely generated submodule 
Y(v) such that CnaO KY(v) c 9(u). 
Remark. If K is noetherian, then f is locally finite if and only if 
Cn>e Kf”(v) is finitely generated for every v E V. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let u be an element of the center a(S) of S such that 
ad U: R + R is locally nilpotent. Let M be an R-module with (R, S)-projective 
standard complex (P,, 8i)iro. Then the following statements hold 
(1) lfubf is invertible, then each up, is invertible. 
(2) lfuht is surjective and ker uM is an S-direct summand of M, then 
each up, is surjective. 
(3) !fUM is locally nilpotent, then each up! is locally nilpotent. 
(4) Suppose that K is artinian. If uM is locally finite and injective, then 
uM is invertible and each up, is locally finite and invertible. 
Proof: (l), (2), (3) As u is contained in the center of S, it readily 
follows that 0, = 0. Consequently, up = u9 - 0, coincides with the tensor 
product representation of u E C,(S)- on the (R, S)-standard complex 9. 
Owing to our assumption concerning ad u the mapping a: Pi -+ Pi; 
oz(rI @ ... @ri+1 @m) := CJztrl @ ... @ (adu)(ri)@ ... @ri+l @m is 
locally nilpotent. We have up,= CI +id,‘(,,@ uM, with the summands 
commuting. This readily implies (1) and (3). In case (2) there exists an 
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S-linear map /1: M-+ M such that uMo i, = id,. Let /I := idS,(R, 0 u,, 
y := id,,,,@3,. Then /Ior=id,. Since c( and y commute the composite 
map ccoy is locally nilpotent and (c1+ P)ar = soy + id, is invertible. 
Consequently, up, = CI + p is surjective. 
(4) Now suppose K to be artinian and assume u,,,, to be injective and 
locally finite. Let u be an element of M and put e(o) : = C,z 3 D K(u,)” (u). 
By assumption there exists a finitely generated K-submodule ,??( ~1) c M that 
contains Z?(u). As K is artinian P(U) is artinian and the same applies to 
d(u). It follows that the injective K-linear map u,,,,: 22(u) -+ J(u) is bijective. 
Consequently, u E im u,, and u*, is an invertible map. In view of part (1) 
we may conclude the proof by showing that u operates on P, by a locally 
finite transformation. As above we write uPn=c( + fl and note that /I is 
locally finite. Let u be an element of Pi, g(u) a finitely generated K-sub- 
module of Pi such that C, a 0 Kb”(u) c P(v). As LX is locally nilpotent, there 
is li E N with D?(P( u)) = (0). Since c( and /I commute the binomial formula 
gives rise to 
i=O 
Consequently, up, is locally finite. 1 
For the sake of completeness we record the dual result: 
THEOREM 1.9. Let u E F(S) he an element of R such that ad u: R + R is 
locally nilpotent. Let N be an R-module with (R, S)-injectiue standard 
complex (E;, ai)iao. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) U-UN is invertible, then uE, is invertible for i 2 0. 
(2) If un is injectiue and im uN is an S-direct summand of N, then uE, 
is injectiue for i 3 0. 
(3) If R is a finitely generated S-module and un is locally nilpotent, 
then Us, is locally nilpotent for i 2 0. 
(4) Suppose that K is a field and that R is a finitely generated 
S-module. If uN is locally ,finite, then uE, is locally finite for i 2 0. 
Proof: (1) As u belongs to Y(S) one readily obtains 0, = 0. Conse- 
quently, 
UE,(f)=UNnf-foa? 
where M is a locally nilpotent map. As uN and ad u are homomorphisms of 
S-modules (4.2) of [S] shows that uE8 is bijective. 
(2) By assumption there exists an S-linear map I: N + N such that 
/I ou,=id,. Let 6%‘: E,+E, be given by A?(f) := Aofocr. Then (9n(,f))nzo 
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is a summable family of mappings for every f E Et. It follows that the map 
id, -B is invertible. Since uE, = (id,-.%!)0 Hom,(id, uN) we obtain the 
injectivity of uE,. 
(3) Let f be an element of Ei = C’(N). Since R is a finitely generated 
S-module f( R’+ ’ ) c N is a finitely generated S-submodule. Consequently, 
a suitable power of the S-linear map uN annihilates imf: Furthermore, our 
present assumption entails the nilpotence of the S-linear map ad U. Hence 
a is nilpotent as well, and the binomial theorem provides a number k such 
that z&(f) = 0. 
(4) For f~ E, let 9 be a finite set of generators of f(R’+‘). As uN is 
locally finite, the set 9 is contained in a finite dimensional u,-invariant 
K-subspace of N. Hence there exist t E PV as well as k, , . . . . k, _ 1 E K such 
that 
f-- 1 
4,(q)= 1 k;&(q) vqE9. 
The S-linearity of uN implies that the above equation holds onf(R’+ ‘) as 
well. Consequently, ubof = cf:i kiuhof, which proves that the mapping 
f H u,of is locally finite. Since c( is nilpotent, an application of the 
binomial theorem shows that uE, is locally finite. 1 
2. VANISHING RESULTS 
In this section we are mainly concerned with vanishing theorems for 
extension functors. With the notable exception of (2.1) our results could 
have equally well been stated for torsion functors. Since the proofs 
necessitate only minor modifications of those presented here, we shall leave 
them to the interested reader. We adopt the general conventions of the 
preceding section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose there is u E R such that ad u: R -+ R is locally 
nilpotent. Let A4 and N be R-modules such that 
(a) uM is locally nilpotent 
(b) uN is invertible. 
Then the following statements hold: 
(1) Exti(M, N) = (0) Vn 2 0. 
(2) Zf u E 3’(R) and uM is nilpotent, Ext”,(N, M) = (0) Vn > 0. 
ProoJ Given any two R-modules X, Y such that uX is locally nilpotent 
and uy is injective, it readily follows that Hom,(X, Y) = (0). 
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( 1) According to Theorem 1 .l there exists an injective resolution 
of N such that uE, is invertible for every ia0. Our above remark now 
implies the triviality of the complex @,Is0 Hom,( M, E,). Consequently, 
Ext”,(M, N) = (0) Vn > 0. 
(2) The central element u induces a mapping p := Exti(UN, id,) = 
Exti(id,, Us). Our assumption then yields both the invertibility and the 
nilpotency of p. Consequently, the zero map is invertible on Exti(N, M), 
whence Ext”,(N, M) = (0) Vn 3 0. 1 
Remark. Suppose that char(K) =p, a prime, and let ad u: R -+ R be 
nilpotent. Then there is k such that u pk lies in the center of R and part (2) 
of Theorem 1.1 continues to hold under the assumption of ad-nilpotence. 
An augmented ring is a triple (R, Q, r) consisting of a ring R, a left 
R-module Q, and a surjective homomorphism z: R + Q of left R-modules. 
One customarily defines H”(R, N) = Exti(Q, N) Vn b 0 for every left 
R-module N. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (R, Q, t) be an augmented ring and let u E ker 7: be 
such that ad u: R + R is 1ocall.v nilpotent. If N is an R-module on which u 
operates inuertibly, then H”( R, N) = (0) Vn > 0. 
Proof Let q be an element of Q, r E R a preimage of q under r. By 
assumption there exists n E N such that (ad u)” (r) = 0. Since u lies in the 
kernel of T, we have road u = upor. Consequently, (ug)’ (q) =0 and u 
operates locally nilpotently on Q. The assertion now follows from 
Theorem 2.1. 1 
Before turning to relative extension functors, we briefly digress to 
illustrate a result pertaining to torsion functors: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let u be an element of the center of R. Suppose that 
A4 is a right R-module, N a left R-module such that uM is invertible and un 
is locally nilpotent. Then Tor:(M, N) = (0) Vn > 0. 
Proof We put N; : = ker UN for every i > 0. As u,,, is locally nilpotent, 
we have N= l&r Ni. Since u acts nilpotently on Ni, the reasoning 
of (2.1) yields Torf(M, N,)= (0) V n, i 2 0. Consequently, Torf(M, N) = 
Tor:(M, b Ni) = b Tor,R(M, Ni) = (0) Vn 2 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let SC R be rings and suppose that u E E.?‘(S) is an 
element such that ad u: R + R is locally nilpotent. Let M and N be left 
R-modules. Then the following statements hold: 
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(1) If uM is locally nilpotent and u, is injective, then 
Exty,, s,(M, N) = (0) Vn > 0. 
(2) vu,44 is surjective, ker uM is an S-direct summand of M, and uN 
is nilpotent, then Ext;,, .,(M, N) = (0) Vn > 0. 
Proof: Let X and Y be two R-modules. If uX is locally nilpotent and uy 
is injective or if uX is surjective and uy is nilpotent, then Hom,(X, Y) = (0). 
It now readily follows from (1.8) that Hom,(P,, N) = (0) for the standard 
(R, S)-projective resolution ( Pi)j a 0 of A4. The homology of the corre- 
sponding complex is therefore trivial. This implies (1) and (2). 1 
Remark. Note that the conditions of (2.4) actually entail the vanishing 
of Ext” (R, .,(M, Q) for every R-submodule Q c N. If u lies in the center 
of R, then the hypotheses of (2) imply that the sequence 
(0) + ker uM -+ M + M + (0) is (R, S)-exact with u operating trivially on 
ker uM. It now follows from (2) that ker uM is an R-direct summand of M. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let u E R be an element such that ad u: R + R is locally 
nilpotent and suppose that A4 and N are R-modules such that uM is invertible 
and uN is nilpotent. Then Exti(M, N) = (0). 
ProoJ: Let S : = K[u] so that u E a(S). Consecutive application of 
(2.1) and (2.4) yields Ext fR, s) (M, N) = (0) = Exti(M, N). To verify the 
triviality of Exti(M, N) we consider an exact sequence (0) --f N + X+ 
M+ (0). As ExtL(M, N) = (0) this sequence splits over S and is thereby 
(R, S)-exact. According to [ 14, p. 2541 the triviality of Ext(‘,, .,(M, N) 
now implies the splitting of the above sequence over R. Consequently, 
Ext;(M, N) = (0). 1 
The following example, which also illustrates (2.4) shows that the 
argument employed in the proof of (2.5) is not generalizable to extension 
functors of arbitrary order. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, L a finite 
dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over K. The universal enveloping 
algebra of L will be denoted %!(L). Owing to [3, Theorem 21.11 the space 
Ext&,,W, K) d oes not vanish. We let &i(L) act on itself by left multiplica- 
tion. The short exact sequence associated to the canonical supplementation 
E: a(L) + K induces an exact cohomology sequence 
Ext&,,(K, ‘WL)) + Ext;Z,,,(K, K) -+ Ext&,,W, a(L) + ), 
where u?(L)+ = ker E. It follows that one of the extreme terms is not trivial. 
Let u be a positive root vector of L. Then ad u is nilpotent on L, hence 
locally nilpotent on a(L). Since @(L) is free of zero divisors, u operates on 
a!(L) and a(L)+ via an injective transformation. By the Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem the subalgebra, S say, of Q(L) that is generated 
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by u is a polynomial ring in one variable. Consequently, Extt( ., .) = (0) 
for n > 2. Moreover, Proposition 2.4 implies Ext;,,,,, .,(K, @i(L)) = (0) = 
Ext” (*,L,,sj(K, q(L)+) Vn >O. Hence the vanishing of Ext”,(M, N) and 
Ext” (R.s,(M, N) does not generally ensure the triviality of Exti(M, N). 
Under additional hypotheses Corollary 2.5 may be strengthened as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that S c R are rings such that R is flat as a 
riglzt S-module. Let M E 5?‘(S) be an element such that ad u: R -+ R is locally 
nilpotent. Suppose that A4 and N are R-modules. If uM is invertible and uN 
is nilpotent, then Ext”,(M. N) = (0) Vn > 0. 
Proof We proceed by induction on n, the case n = 0 being trivial. If 
n > 0 we consider the exact sequence (0) +X-+R@,M+M-+(O)aswell 
as the resulting long exact cohomology sequence 
. +Ext”,-‘(X, N)+Ext”,(M, N)-+Ext”,(R @,M, N)+ .... 
Since R is flat as a right S-module there exists an isomorphism 
Ext”R(R as M, N) g Ext”s(M, N). 
The groups on the right-hand side vanish because of (2.1). As zl is 
contained in the center of S, we have 
ll ROs~,=(adu)Oid,+id,Ou,,. 
Consequently, uR os M and uX are invertible and the inductive hypothesis 
now implies Ext”,(M, N) = (0). 1 
THEOREM 2.7. Let SC R be rings and suppose that u is an element of 
C,(S) such that ad u: R + R is locally nilpotent. Let A4 and N be kft 
R-modules. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) rf u,,, is locally nilpotent and uN is invertible, tlzen 
ExtyR. .,(M, N) = (0) Vn 3 0. 
(2) IfUM 
n 3 0. 
is invertible and uN is nilpotent, then Ext;,. s,(~, N) = (0) V 
(3) Suppose that K is artinian. IfuM is local+ finite and injective and 
un is locally nilpotent, tlren Ext;‘,, s,(A4, N) = (0) Vn > 0. 
Proof Throughout, we let (P,, a,),,, denote the (R, S)-standard 
complex of the R-module M (P-, : = M). 
(1) Let n > 0. Then, in the notation of (1.8), we have p,(f) = 
u,of-fo (a + /?) VIE Hom,(P,- r, N), with c( + b locally nilpotent. Since 
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UN and TV + p are S-linear, [5, (4.2)] ensures the invertibility of 11,. 
An elementary computation shows that the map X: Hom,(P,, N) -+ 
Hom,(P,_,,N) given by X(f)(r,@ . . . @r,@m)=f(l@r,@ . . . @ 
r,, Om) is an isomorphism of C,(S)--modules. Hence u also operates 
invertibly on HomR(P,, N). Owing to (1.5), pll commutes with the 
coboundary operator 6, and we now obtain the invertibility of the action 
of u on Ext” (R, ,,(M, N). Since the latter is, according to (3) of (1.5), also 
trivial, Ext;,, ,,(M, N) vanishes. 
(2), (3) In order to verify (3) we observe that, since ad u is locally nilpo- 
tent and u,+, is invertible, a + p is invertible and locally finite (cf. proof of 
(1.8(4)). Let u be an element of P,. Since .9(u) := Ciao K(a+/?)’ (u) is 
artinian, a + /I operates invertibly on 9(u). Hence we may write 
U= i Ui(a+P)‘(U), aiEK. 
i=l 
Now let 0 := (a+&’ and put g,,(v) := C;=O K@‘(u) for n>O. We then 
obtain, for n k k, en(v) = Cfc= 1 aiOn- ‘(v), proving that 9&(v) = &?Hp 1(u). 
Consequently, C,, a o K@“(v) = k&(u) is finitely generated and 0 is locally 
finite. We consider the mapping 52: HomS(P,, N) -+ Homs(P,, N); Q(f) = 
uNofo 0. For u E P, there exists a finitely generated K-module 9(u) 
containing C, a 0 K@“(u). Given f!z Hom,( P,, N) we thus have 
~kfE?7~0 K@“(u)) = (0) for a suitably chosen ke N. Consequently, 
@(f)(u) = 0 and the family (Q’(f))j,O is summable. Under the conditions 
of (2), the summability of (Qj(f))i,O is a direct consequence of the 
nilpotence of uN. In either case it follows that 52 - idWoms(P,,N) is invertible 
and the same holds for p u : = Hom,(a + p, id,) 0 (52 - idHomscP,, N)). The 
arguments employed in the first part now yield the assertion. 1 
3. COHOMOLOGY GROUPS OF FROBENILJS EXTENSIONS 
Let R be a ring. Given a ring homomorphism a of R and a left (right) 
R-module M we shall denote by .M (M,) the left (right) R-module with 
underlying group M and operation r .rn : = a(r) m (m . r : = ma(r)). 
In the sequel let R : S be an a-Frobenius extension in the sense of [IS]. 
We shall study the ordinary cohomology of such an extension. By defini- 
tion there exists an isomorphism cp: RRS -+ Hom,(R, .S) of R-S-bimodules. 
Since R is finitely generated and projective as a right S-module, there is, for 
an arbitrary S-module V, a natural isomorphism r: Hom,(R, J) OS V-+ 
Hom,(R, .V) of R-modules such that 7(f@ u)(r) =f(r) u. Combining z 
with 40 @id y we obtain a natural equivalence 
I-,,: R OS V-r Hom,(R, .V); rv(rO u)(u) = v(r)(u) u 
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of left R-modules. If V is an R-module, there thus results an R-linear 
natural transformation Hom,(R, .V) -+ V. As R is also a projective left 
S-module, the latter induces natural corestriction maps 
Cor,: Ext”,(M.. V) + Exti(M, V) 
for every R-module M and n 2 0. 
To obtain control of these mappings, we recall the notion of a trace 
map (cf. [20, pp. 9, 12)]. Since R, and thereby R,, is a finitely generated 
projective S-module, the mapping 52: R, 0 s R -+ Hom,(Hom,(R, J), R); 
Q(x @v)(f) = xf( JJ) is an isomorphism of additive groups. Consequently, 
there are x ,! . . . . x,,,~‘,, . . . . JIVE R such that Q(C:=, xi@yj)= cpP1. Now let 
M, N be two R-modules. The mapping 
Tr: Hom,(M, .N) -+ Hom,(M, N); WXm) = 1 .~~.f(.v,m) 
is customarily referred to as the trace map, 
Given two R-modules M and N, we let Res,,: Ext;(M, N) --f Exti(M, N) 
denote the canonical change of rings map. Note that Res, is a natural 
transformation of functors. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R : S be an a-Frobenius extension, M and N two 
R-modules. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) Cor,=Tr. 
(2) Suppose that r can be extended to a ring homomorphism c(: R -+ R. 
Then 
(a) x,,,: .N -+ N; X,(n) = Cixia( yi)n is an R-linear map. 
(b) Cor, 0 Res, = Ext”,(id,, xN) Vn 3 0. 
Proof (1) Letfb e an element of Hom,(M, .N). The corestriction map 
first sends f onto gEHom,(M, Hom,(R, .N)), where g(m)(r)=f(rm). 
Next, we apply Hom.(id,,, tP’) and obtain h. Note that if h(m)= 
CjY, 0 nj, then 
f(rm) =s(m)(r) = 1 y,(r) n.,. 
The image off under the corestriction map is now obtained by applying 
Hom,(id,, 40-l 0 idN) to h and then applying the canonical map 
R 0 s N -+ N to the result. Consequently, observing ( * ) we conclude 
Car,(f)(m) =c Q(x,@Y,)(Y~) ni = c x~Y,(JJ~) nj= c xif( .v,m) = Tr(f)(m). 
i, , i.j I 
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(2) Note that id, E Hom,(,N, .N). Thus Tr(id,) E Hom,(,N, N) and 
Tr(id,)(n) = xi xi id,( yi. n) = Cj xia( v,)n = xN(n). This verities assertion 
(a). Part (b) will be established by induction on n. Suppose that n =O. 
Then Cor,o Resdf)(m) = Cixif( yim) = C, x,4yJf(m) = HomAid,, xN) 
(f)(m) for every fE Hom,(M, .N). If n is positive, we consider a projective 
presentation (0) + X + P --t M + (0) of M. Since P is also S-projective, the 
long exact cohomology sequences provide a commutative diagram 
Ext”,- ‘(X, .N) - Ext;( M, .N) - (0) 
I I 
Ext”,- ‘(X, N) - Ext”,( M, N) - (0) 
with exact rows. By inductive hypothesis the asserted identity holds on the 
left-hand side. Since the corestriction maps are induced by natural transfor- 
mations, they commute with connecting homomorphisms. Consequently, 
Cor, 0 Res, = Ext”,(id,, xN). 1 
EXAMPLE. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of finite index k : = (G : H). 
Suppose that Q : = (xi, . . . . x,}, x1 = e, is a set of representatives of the set 
of right cosets of H. Then K[G] : K[H] is a Frobenius extension of first 
kind with Frobenius homomorphism A: K[G] -+ K[H] induced by the 
projection of the decomposition K[G] = Ok=, K[H] xi onto the first sum- 
mand. If N is a G-module, then x,,, = k id, and we thus retrieve [ 11, (16.4) 
p. 2261. 
Remark. Let $ be the Nakayama automorphism of the a-Frobenius 
extension R : S, i.e., the automorhism Ic/ of C,(S) satisfying 
cp(l)(ax)= cp(l)(-+(a)) Va E C,(S) Vx E R. 
Then $ coincides with c( on the center of S. Hence c( can be extended to 
an automorphism of R whenever SC Z?(R). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let R : S be an cc-Frobenius extension, M and N two 
R-modules. Suppose that a can be extended to an automorphism CI: R -+ R. 
Then Cor,oRes, =Ext”,(xBM, id,), where /? := ~1~l. 
Proof Let (P,, anLaO be a projective resolution of the R-module M. 
Then (,P,, ~JnaO is readily seen to be a projective resolution of @4. Since 
the groups HomR(DPn, N) and HomR(P,, .N) coincide, it follows that 
Ext&M, N) = Ext”,(M, .N) Vn30. 
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Evidently, Hom,(X,,M, idN) = Hom,(id M, x,.,,). We proceed by verifying the 
identity Exti(XBM, id,) = Ext>(id,, xN) by induction on n. Let n > 1 and 
consider an injective presentation (0) + N -+ E -+ Q + (0). There results a 
commutative diagram 
Ext;- ‘\& Q, - Ext”,(,M, N) - (0) 
I 
1 i 
Ext;-‘(M, Q) - Ext”,(M, N) - (0) 
with exact rows. A standard argument now yields Ext”,(X,M, idN)= 
Ext”,(id,, xN). The proof may now be concluded by applying (3.1). i 
DEFINITION. Let R : S be an a-Frobenius extension such that a is 
extendable to a homomorphism ~1: R -+ R. Then c0 : = x, .xiz(pi) will be 
called the Casimir element of the extension R : S. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let R : S be an a-Frobenius extension defined by an 
endomorphism a of R. Let A4 and N be R-modules and assume that the Ieft 
global dimension ID(S) of S is bounded by k. 
(1) If c0 operates invertibly on N, then Exti(M, .N) = (0) = 
Ext”,(M, N) Vn > k. 
(2) If a is an automorphism qf R and c,, operates invertibly on A4 or 
N, then Ext;( M, N) = (0) Vn > k. 
ProoJ: (1) As S has left global dimension Gk, we have Ext”,(M, N) = 
(0) V’n>k. Our present assumption in conjunction with (3.1) now shows 
that Ext”,(id,, x,,,) is bijective and identically zero for n > k. This proves 
our assertion. Part (2) can be verified analogously, employing (3.2) in place 
of (3.1). 1 
Remark. Suppose that, under the general hypotheses of (3.3), N is an 
irreducible R-module, Then .N inherits this property and the R-module 
homomorphism xN is either trivial or bijective. Consequently, c0 operates 
either trivially or invertibly on N. 
The second part of (3.1) may of course be combined with the results of 
Section 2 to yield various vanishing results such as: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let R : S be as in (3.1) and suppose there is u E S such 
that ad u: S-+ S is locally nilpotent. If uM is locally nilpotent and uN and x,, 
are invertible, then Ext”,(M, N) = (0) Qn > 0. 1 
The preceding results indicate the significance of a-Frobenius extensions 
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for which CI can be extended to an automorphism of R. This class 
comprises, in accordance with earlier observations, 
(a) central Frobenius extensions, i.e., S c a(R); 
(b) Frobenius extensions of first kind, i.e., extensions satisfying 
a = id,. 
Note that in the latter case (2a) of (3.1) shows that the Casimir element 
c0 = xi xi yi lies in the center of R. Given any two R-modules M and N, X~ 
and xN thus induce the same mappings on Ext”,(M, N). 
In the sequel, we let /dim,(M) denote the left projective dimension of M 
relative to R. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R : S be an cr-Frobenius extension given by an 
automorphism CC of R. Suppose that c0 operates invertibly on the R-module 
M. Then Idim, = Idim,( In particular, M is R-projective if and only 
tf it is projective as an S-module. 
Proof: Since R is S-projective we have Idim, < Idim, Let 
k := /dim,(M). Given any R-module V, Ext”,(M, V)= (0) Vn > k. The 
arguments employed in the proof of (3.3) therefore yield the triviality of 
Ext”,(M, V) for n > k. Consequently, Idim, 6 k. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let R : S be as in (3.5) and suppose that E: R -+ K 
is a supplementation. Zf E(c,,) is invertible, then H”(R, M) = (0) for every 
R-module M and every n > Idim, (K). 
Remark. The preceding result is closely related to Corollary 6 of [22, 
p. 1721, where the left norm of a Frobenius extension is considered. 
Evidently, q : = xi xi&( yi) is a left norm such that E(q) = E(c,,). 
COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose that H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra 
over a field K. Zf E(Q) # 0, then H is semisimple. 
Proof Owing to the main theorem of [17], H is a Frobenius algebra 
over K, and thereby a Frobenius extension of K of first kind. Let (Pi)i>O 
denote a projective resolution of the H-module K. The canonical equi- 
valence Hom,(P, OK M, N) g HomH(Pn, Hom,(M, N)) (cf. [22, p. 1663) 
shows that (Pi OK M)iao is a projective resolution of M. Moreover, 
we obtain isomorphisms Ext>(M, N) z H”(H, Hom,(M, N)) Vn > 0. An 
application of (3.6) now implies the triviality of Ext”, for n > 0. Conse- 
quently, H is semisimple. u 
The above result may be employed to retrieve a well-known fact from 
the structure theory of Hopf algebras. Let 1 denote the one-dimensional 
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space of left integrals of the finite dimensional Hopf algebra H. Suppose 
that E(S) # (0). Let /1 be a left integral satisfying s(n) # 0. Then n is easily 
seen to be a right integral (cf. [ 17, Proposition 41). Since H is a Frobenius 
algebra, there exists a linear form i such that cp: H -+ Hom,(H, K); 
cp(x)( y) = {(y-u) is an isomorphism. If [ annihilates A. then cp(n)( ~1) = 
<( ,II ) = E(Y) [( /1) = 0, whence n E ker cp. a contradiction. We may 
therefore assume that [(II) = 1. Choose a basis .(.x1, . . . . x,,) of H over K 
such that .x1 = /i. If [J’,, . . . . ~1,~~ ’ denotes the dual basis, then we have 
E( y, ) = 1 as well as y, E ker E for i 3 2. It follows that E(c,,) = E(C, si yi) = 
E(A) E( yl) = E(A) # (0), thereby implying the semisimplicity of H. 
In the sequel let R : S be an z-Frobenius extension. We shall apply the 
methods and results of Section 2 to study the complete relative coho- 
mology of such an extension. Given an R-module M, a complete 
(R, S)-projective resolution of M is an (R, S)-exact sequence 
9: . . . -ip,,-+P,,p,+ ... +P,+P,+P-,+P 2’ 
consisting of (R, S)-projective modules such that im( P, + P _, ) z A4 E 
ker(P-, --f Ppz). Let N be another R-module. For k E Z the kth homology 
group of the complex Hom,(g, N) is called the kth complete cohomologyj 
group of (R, S) with coefficients in M und N. We shall denote this group by 
H:rt. .,(M W 
Let u be an element of C,(S). Then ad u: R + R is a homomorphism of 
S-modules. Since R is a finitely generated left S-module ad u is nilpotent 
whenever it is locally nilpotent. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let R : S be an cc-Frobenius extension with Nakayama 
automorphism $, u E C,(S) such that the map ad u: R + R is nilpotent. Let 
h4 and N be R-modules. Then the following statements hold 
(1 ) Suppose that uM is locally nilpotent. If u operates invertibly on N, 
then HfR, s,(M. N) = (0) Vk 3 0. If $(u), is invertible, then HfR, .s,(M, N) = 
(0) Vk<O. 
(2) Suppose that u,, is invertible. If u,,, is nilpotent, then 
HfR. ,,(M, N) = (0) ‘dk 20. If $(I(), is nilpotent, then HFR, ,,(M, N) = 
(0) Vk < 0. 
(3) Assume K to be afield. Suppose that Us, is locally finite and injec- 
tive. Zf uN is locally nilpotent, then HfR, s,(M, N) = (0) Vk 3 0. Lf $(u)~ is 
locally nilpotent, then HfR, ,,(M, N) = (0) Vk < 0. 
Proof: ( 1) Let (X,(M)), a 0 and ( C’( M))k a 0 denote the standard (R, S)- 
projective and (R, S)-injective resolutions of M, respectively. According to 
Satz 11 of [20], C?(M) is (R, S)-projective for every k 3 0. We put 
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Pi:= X,(M) for ia and Pi:= C- (i+ ‘j(M) for i < 0. Splicing of the exact 
sequences at M yields a complete (R, S)-projective resolution 
9: . .._f P,- P,-, -...-....+p,+Po-P~,-P--2-~~~ 
\/ 
A4 
/i 
(0) (0) 
We consider the complex Zom,(P, N). If uN is invertible it readily follows 
from (1) of (2.7) that H& s, CM N) = J-f,, s) (M, N) = (0) Vk > 0. Now 
assume $(u), to be invertible. It follows from the definition of the 
Nakayama automorphism that 
cp(a)(ur) = cp(Mu))(r) Va,reR. (*I 
Owing to our introductory remarks, the R-linear map X: R as .-,C”- i(M) 
+ C”(M); X(aOf)(r,, . . . . rn+l)=f(rl, . . . . r,a-‘(q(a)(r,+l))) is an iso- 
morphism for n 2 0. An elementary computation, observing ( * ), shows that 
~(aO@,(f))= o.(3E(aOf))+3E(alC/(u)Of)-3E(aOu.f). (**) 
We next consider the K-linear isomorphism 3E*: HomJC*(M), N) -+ 
Hom,(C”p’(M), JV); X*(i)(f) = a(X(l 0 f)) VIE C”-‘(M), Vll E 
HomR(C”(M), N). Forfe C”-‘(M) we define 
Q,W(r,, . . . . r,) = uf(rl, . . . . r,) - i f(r,, . . . . (ad u)(r,), . . . . r,). 
i=l 
With this convention, we obtain from (M. ) 
x*(A 0 O,)(f) = 10 0,(X( 1 of)) = 20 X( 10 O,(f)) 
-20 3E(l//(u)Of)+~~X(l@u.f) 
= x*(~)(@,(f)) - $(u),~~*(~w-) + x*(ANu +f) 
= x*(~)(Qu(f)) - $(u)NO~*(~w-). 
Consequently, 
x*(A 0 0,) = x*(A) 0 Q2, - l+b(U),O x*(n) VA E Hom,JC”(M), N). (***) 
We consider the mapping 6$: Hom,(C”-i(M), JV) + Hom,(C”- l(M), JV); 
E,(y) = $(u); I 0 y 0 Q,,. Since we have Q,(f) = @ of--f0 Y, with locally 
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nilpotent S-linear maps @ and Y, it follows from the binomial theorem that 
the family (Q:(f))liao is summable for every f~ C” l(M). For an element 
y~Hom,(C”-‘(M), ,JV)wemaythereforedefine&(y)(f)=C,.,,$(u),”~’ 
y 0 Q:(f). The resulting K-linear map $‘u : Horn, (C”- ‘(M), ,J) -+ 
Hom,(C’- l(M), ,JV) is easily seen to be the inverse of id --gu. It now 
follows that the K-linear map Z-, of Hom,( C”- ’ (M), J) that sends y onto 
~052,~ - sl/(u),,,3 y is invertible. According to identity (*** ) the map 
Hom.(O,,id,)=(3*)~‘~~~~ X* has the same property. Owing to (1.6) 
the former map is a chain map which is homotopic to the zero map. Hence 
the induced maps on the relevant homology groups are both invertible and 
trivial. Consequently, HyR. s,( M, N) = (0) V’n < 0. 
(2) The first assertion is a direct consequence of (2.7(2)). If $(u),~ is 
nilpotent, then Lemma 4.2 of [S] successively ensures the invertibility of 
Q, and Z-,. The arguments employed in the proof of (1) now yield the 
assertion. 
(3) As before, the first assertion was established earlier. Since uM is bijec- 
tive, we obtain the invertibility of 52,. Recall that Q,(f) = cb~f -fo Y, 
where @ is locally finite. We may now adopt the arguments employed in 
the proof of (1.9(4)) to see that Qu is locally finite. As in the proof of (2.7) 
we conclude that d := Q;’ inherits this property from Q2,. Define a 
mapping Yu: Hom,(C’-l(M), JV) -+ Homs(C+‘(M), .N) via PJy)= 
$(u),~y~d. As A is locally finite. the family (.F~(Y))~~~ is summable and 
we conclude that id - .5$, is invertible. Owing to the bijectivity of Q,, the 
same applies to E,. The proof can now be completed as in (1). 1 
Remark: By definition of the Nakayama automorphism we have G(u) = u 
for every central element 11 E 5(R). Suppose that char(K) =p, a prime 
number. In that case the nilpotence of ad u is equivalent to the existence 
of k E N such that PK E .Y( R). Consequently, ($(u),)“~ = (u~)~” and $(u)~ 
inherits the relevant properties from uy. There thus result vanishing condi- 
tions for H” (R,s,(A4, N) that depend only on the action of u on M and N. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let R : S he a Frobenius extension of first kind M’ith 
Casimir element cO. Let A4 and N be R-modules such that (co),,, or (c~)~ is 
invertible. Then H;k, s,(M, N) = (0) Vn E Z. 
Proof. Let P= (P,. 6i)itB be the complete (R, S)-projective resolution 
constructed in the proof of (3.8). Using the notation of Section 1, we have 
di=di for i>l, aO=rgs, and fi,=iJ-,,+,, for i<O. Define a degree 1 
S-linear map o:P-+P via (TV:= s, for i30, 0-I := s. l~fO as well 
as gi : = t PC!+ , ) for id - 2. A direct calculation then shows that c is a 
contracting homotopy, i.e., 
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As 6 is R-linear, we have Tr(Goa) = doTr(o) and Tr(ao 6) = Tr(a)o& 
Consequently, 
6 n+10Tr(a,)+Tr(cr,-,)06,=c,id,~ VnEZ. 
Application of the Horn functor now shows that Hom,(c,id,“, idN) = 
Hom,(id pn, c0 idN) is nullhomotopic. If c0 acts invertibly on N, then the 
assertion readily follows. Alternatively, the comparison theorem [23, 
p. 1791 provides a chain map f: 9 -+ 9 such that fo (c~)~ is homotopic to 
the identity map. This again forces the vanishing of HyR. .,(M, N) 
VnEZ. 1 
4. COHOMOLOGY OF MODULAR LIE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we illustrate a non-classical application by considering the 
ordinary cohomology theory of finite dimensional modular Lie algebras. 
Accordingly, K is assumed to be a field of positive characteristic p. Let L 
be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over K, L, c L a subalgebra of 
codimension k. The universal enveloping algebra %(L) of L has a canonical 
filtration (%(L),i,)j,,. According to Jacobson’s refinement of the Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem (cf. [24, pp. 58 f.]) there exist, for a cobasis 
{e I, . . . . ek} of L, in L natural numbers m,, . . . . mk as well as elements 
u~E~(L)~~~,- i) such that 
(4 zi : = ef”” + vi belongs to the center 2(&(L)), 1 d i < k; 
(b) Q(L) is a free left and right module over the algebra O(L, L,), 
generated by Lo u (zl, . . . . zk}; 
(c) O(L, Lo) z K[z,, . . . . zk] GK@(Lo), where K[Z,, . . . . zk] is a poly- 
nomial ring in k indeterminates; 
(d) if E: %2(L) + K denotes the canonical supplementation of a(L), 
then zi E ker E, 1 6 i 6 k. 
In adopting the conventional multi-index notation (cf. [24, p. 511) we 
write 
where z : = (pm1 - 1, . . . . pmk - 1). Consider the projection ;1: S?(L) -+ O(L, L,) 
defined by the summand O(L, Lo) e’ as well as the automorphism CI of 
8(L, L,) that satisfies m(zi) = z,, 1 < i< k, and E(X) = x - tr(ad,,,,(x)) 1 
Vx E Lo. Owing to [9, (1.3)], e(L): O(L, Lo) is an a-Frobenius extension 
with Frobenius homomorphism 1. In particular, if tr(ad,,,,(x)) =0 for 
every x E L,, then @(L) : O(L, Lo) is a Frobenius extension of first kind. 
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Suppose this to be the case and let {uU; 0 <a < r} be the dual basis of 
{e”; O<a<z} (cf. [9, (1.3)], i.e., 
A(e”u,) = &a, b), 0 < u, h < t. 
An elementary computation shows that c0 = Co < ~ < ~ e”u,. Consequently, . . 
4CO) = 44). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that E(u,,) #O and tr(ad,,,,(s)) =0 for every 
XE L,. Let M be an L-module. !f zi’ M= (0), 1 < i6 k, or if M is 
irreducible, then dim,H”(L, M)6Cf=o(r)dim,H”-‘(L,, M) Vn>,O, 
where t : = min( k, n). 
Proof. If M is irreducible, then z1 operates either trivially or invertibly 
on M. In the latter case (2.1) ensures the vanishing of H”(L, M) E 
Ext”,,,,(K, M). For ease of notation, we put 8 := K[z,, . . . . zk] so that 
@(L, L,)E~ OK@(LO). Since the zi act trivially on K and M, we obtain 
isomorphisms 
K@,QgQe, QE {KM), 
with O(L, L,) operating on K OK Q via 
Since E(u~) # 0 an application of (3.1) ensures the injectivity of the change 
of rings map Res,: H”(L, M) + Ext;,, LO,( K, M). The above isomorphisms 
allow the computation of the latter spaces via the V-product (cf. [2, 
p. 2051). By applying [2, (3.1) p. 2091 we obtain an identification 
Ext” c (L, .,,,K Ml % 0 ~i(LILo) 0, ff’(L,, ML 
i+j=n 
with A’ denoting the i-fold wedge product. Now combine the above 
mappings to arrive at the asserted inequality. m 
Remarks. (1) If M is finite dimensional, then one can always find 
Zl , . . . . zi: E%(L)+ := ker E that annihilate M (cf. [g]). 
(2) Suppose that (L, [p]) is a restricted Lie algebra and 
L = L, @ of= 1 Kei. Then one usually defines zi : = eP - ecpI, 1~ i 6 k, and 
every restricted L-module satisfies the condition of (4.1). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let L be u finite dimensional modular Lie algebra over 
the algebraically closed field K. Suppose that 
(a) L = L,@ L,, the vector space direct sum qf two subalgebras, 
(b) tr(ad.,,,(x))=OV.uELo, 
(c) L, is restricted and L is a restricted L,-module. 
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We let O(L, L,) denote the subalgebra of ‘B(L) that is generated by 
L,u {yP-y[p’; y E LI >. Then the foIlowing statements are equivalent: 
(1) d%)#O* (2) L, is a torus and E(ZQ,) = (- l)dimKL’. 
Proof It obviously suffices to verify (1) * (2). Let {e,, . . . . ek} c L, be a 
basis of L, and define zi : = ep - e, [PI, 1 < i < k. Condition (c) ensures that 
the zi lie centrally in Q(L). Owing to condition (b), 4?!(L) : O(L, L,) is a 
Frobenius extension of first kind. As before we let 2: e’(L) + O(L, L,) 
denote the corresponding Frobenius homomorphism. Consider the canoni- 
cal projection rc: %(L,) + u(L,,) from %(L,) onto the restricted universal 
enveloping algebra u(L,). It is well known that u(L,) is a free Frobenius 
algebra with K-basis {rr(ea); O<a<z}, where r = (p- 1, . . ..p- 1). The 
corresponding Frobenius homomorphism is given by p(& G a G r aart( 
= a,. By applying Jacobson’s refinement of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem we obtain A(%(L,)) c 4Y(L1) as well as 
The Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem in conjunction with condition (a) 
implies that the multiplication map induces a linear isomorphism 
4?(L) z %(L,) OK4?(Lo). We thus write u,, = xi yixi, with x~E%(L,), 
yip%, and x, = 1. As e”y,E9(L,) we obtain, observing (b), 
&a, 0) = A(e”uO) = 1 ;l(e”y,x,) = 1 i(e”yj) xi, O<a<z. 
I I 
It follows that A(e”y,) = 0 for i # 1 and all a, whence yi = 0 for i # 1. Conse- 
quently, u0 = y, E %(L,). Now consider v 0 : = n(uO) E u(L,). Because of (* ) 
we obtain 
A~(4 VCI) = p(n(e”u,)) = n(i(e”u,)) = 6(a, 01, O<a<z. 
The assumption E(ZQ,) # 0 now implies that the supplementation map y of 
the Hopf algebra u(L,) does not annihilate vO. If c0 denotes the Casimir 
element of u(L,), then, in analogy with our remarks preceding (4.1), we 
have y(c,) = y(u,) # 0. According to (3.6) this entails the semisimplicity of 
u(L,) and a classical result by Hochschild [ 131 now ensures that L, is a 
torus. 
By a theorem of Jacobson (cf. [24, (3.6) p. 821) the basis {e,, . . . . ek} may 
now be chosen to consist of toral elements. Writing ej instead of n(ei) we 
thus have ep = ei in u(L1). We propose to show that v0 = nf= I (ef-’ - 1). 
To that end, let a E (0, . . . . t} be given and put Jo := {i; ai = 0}, 
J1 : = {i; ai # O}. Then we obtain 
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i= I I E Jo itJ, 
= fl (ef-’ - 1) n (eF-e:l). 
iGJU ieJ, 
Hence ea nf= i (ep- ’ - 1) = 0 unless a = 0. Finally, we note that 
nr=, (ep-’ - 1) = e’ + x, where x E @oGu<r Ke”. Consequently, 
,~(nfc= i (ep- ’ - 1)) = 1, as desired. The assertion now follows from the 
identity E( uO) = y( u,,) = ( - 1 )k. 1 
Note that (4.2) applies in the following cases: 
(1) L = 3?, a Bore1 subalgebra of a classical semisimple Lie algebra, 
and L, = Jlr, the p-nilpotent radical of 93. In that case k coincides with the 
dimension of the standard torus. 
(2) L = W( 1; n),o,, the zero component of the natural filtration of the 
Zassenhaus algebra I+‘( 1; n), L, = W( 1; n), , ). 
5. RINGS OF BOUNDED GLOBAL DIMENSION 
In this section we present some ring-theoretic applications of the 
vanishing results obtained in Section 2. Throughout R : S is assumed to be 
an extension of K-algebras. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that ID(R) d n and let u E C,(S) be an element of 
R such that ad u: R + R is locally nilpotent. Let A4 and N be R-modules such 
that uM is injective and uN is nilpotent. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) If S is semisimple or if n = 1, then Ext;,, s,(M, N) = (0). 
(2) If UE Z(R), then Ext”,(M, N) = (0). 
Proof: Let E(M) be an injective envelope of M. According to (1) of 
Theorem 1.1 the operator tiEcM, is bijective. Part (2) of (2.7) now ensures 
the vanishing of Ext;,, s, (E(M), N). If S is semisimple, this group coincides 
with Ext”,(E(M), N). Alternatively, we invoke (2.5) to arrive at the same 
result in the case of n = 1. If u lies centrally in R, then (2.1) implies the 
triviality of Ext”,(E(M), N). The long exact cohomology sequence therefore 
gives rise to 
(0) -+ Ext;(M, N) -+ Ext”,+‘(E(M)/M, N). 
Since R has global dimension <n, the right-hand term vanishes, and we 
obtain the asserted result. 1 
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Given an R-module M, we let M,(u) c M denote the Fitting-O-space of 
the operator Up. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let R be hereditary, UE R, such that ad u: R + R 
is locally nilpotent. If M is a noetherian R-module, then there exists an 
R-submodule V(u) such that M = M,,(u) @ V(u). 
Proof Since M is noetherian, M,(u) is a finitely generated submodule. 
Consequently, u operates nilpotently on M,(u). Since u also operates 
injectively on M/M,(u) and ID(R) 6 1, it follows from (1) of Theorem 5.1 
that Extk (M/M,(u), M,(u)) = (0). A s a result, the exact sequence 
(0) + M,(u) + M-+ M/M,(u) + (0) splits. 1 
Remark. The preceding result applies in particular to rings with 
left global dimension 0, i.e., semisimple rings. Next, suppose that M is a 
finitely generated R[X]-module, and let f: M-+ M be an R-module 
homomorphism. Corollary 5.2 then ensures the existence of a “Fitting- 
decomposition” for f: 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let R be a Dedekind ring, M a finitely generated 
R-module with torsion submodule t(M). Then the following statements hold: 
(1) For every u E R there exists a submodule V(u) of M such that 
M= M,,(u) 0 V(u). 
(2) There exists a projective submodule VC M such that 
M=t(M)@V. 
Proof Since every Dedekind ring is noetherian and hereditary the 
decomposition asserted in (1) is an immediate consequence of 
Corollary 5.2. The fact that M is finitely generated readily yields the 
existence of u E R - (0) satisfying u.t(M) = (0). As M/t(M) is torsion free, 
u operates injectively on M/t(M). It follows that Exti(M/t(M), t(M)) = 
(0), proving the existence of a direct complement V of t(M). Since V is 
finitely generated and torsion free it is projective. 1 
THEOREM 5.4. Let R be a left perfect ring of left global dimension 
ID(R) Q n. Suppose that u E R is not a zero divisor and such that ad u: R + R 
is locally nilpotent. Let M and N be modules such that u, is locally nilpotent 
and uN is surjective; then Extz(M, N) = (0). 
Proof According to Bass’ theorem [ 1, p. 3151 there exists an exact 
sequence (0) -+ Q + P(N) + N + (0) with P(N) being a projective cover of 
N. As ID(R) <n there results an exact sequence 
... + Ext”,(M, P(N)) + Ext”,(M, N) -+ (0). 
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A consecutive application of (1.3( 1)) and (2.1) shows the vanishing of the 
left-hand side. Consequently, Ext”,(M, N) = (0). 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let R he a left perfect, hereditary ring. Suppose that 
u E R is not a zero divisor and assume that ad u: R + R is locally nilpotent. 
If M is an R-module then there exists V c M,(u) such that M = V@ M,(u). 
Proof It is clear from the definitions that u operates surjectively on the 
submodule M,(u). Since the descending sequence (u”R),~, of right ideals 
is stationary, there exist n E N and a sequence (rk)kc N such that 
u”=u”+~~~ VkE N. Let m be an element Of M. Then Unm = Un+krk~= 
uk(u”rkm), proving that u operates nilpotently on M/M,(u). Theorem 5.4 
now implies the vanishing of Extk(M/M,(u), M,(u)). Hence there is a 
submodule Vc M such that M = M,(u) @ V. By the above observation V 
is contained in M,(u). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Suppose that K is semisimple and let u E R be an 
element such that ad u: R -+ R is locally nilpotent. Let M be an R-module 
such that Us is locally,finite. Then M = M,(u) @ M,(u). 
Proof As K is semisimple X := M/M,(u) is a K-projective R-module 
on which u operates via an injective and locally finite transformation. Since 
K is artinian and uM,,,,,, is locally nilpotent, (3) of (2.7) applies and we 
conclude that Ext:R, ,+,,(X, M,(u)) = (0). S’ mce this group coincides, because 
of the semisimplicity of K, with ExtL(X, M,(u)), it follows that there exists 
an R-submodule V with M = M,(u)@ V. As u operates invertibly on X, V 
is contained in M,(u). 
Since K is noetherian the surjective map u,+,,,~) is invertible. For 
m E M,(u) write m = m, + v, where m, E M,(u) and v E V. Then 
moE M,(u) n M,(u) = (0). Consequently V= M,(u). 1 
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